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The planet is in “code red”. Climate change can no longer be dismissed as tomorrow’s problem.

In September, Working Group I of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC"), representing 195 member countries, reported that observations of climate change are “unprecedented in thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of years, and some of the changes already set in motion—such as continued sea level rise—are irreversible over hundreds to thousands of years.”¹ The goals of the Paris Agreement will be out of reach if the world fails to act now.

With increased global warming, the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events will increase as will the chronic impacts from a hotter Earth. As a result, there are major implications for the environment, for human health and well-being, for our lifestyles, and for business activities.

But these risks are also today’s opportunity.

As climate change increasingly affects the valuations of companies and individual assets, both upwards and downwards, via what we’re calling “the great repricing”, there is a need to reassess the risks for all market participants. It is also an enormous opportunity to shift the future of investing away from value extraction to value creation that accounts for the needs of people and the planet.

To that end, we are calling on advisors and investors to take action to integrate climate change considerations into investment decisions and to align portfolio goals with both profits and the planet. This is no easy task given the complexities involved, but even in a few years we have seen many positive changes, such as greater data availability, new frameworks and tools, and a deeper focus on climate from asset managers large and small.

This report, a collaboration between Gitterman Asset Management and Entelligent, brings together voices from science and financial services to help you understand the climate investing landscape. Within the contributions of the participating firms, you will read not only warnings, but also visions for the future, commitments to action, and guidance on how to redirect capital towards a greener future.

In the first section, top climate scientists Dr. David Schimel and Dr. Kimberley Miner, explain how the warnings of the most recent IPCC report are hardly new. For several decades, climate science has provided evidence that human activities were driving climate change. However, as scientific models grow in accuracy and detail, we are better able to understand climate change history as well as look ahead to multiple potential scenarios based on different levels of warming, and the second and third order effects that climate change and adaptation may bring.

In the second section, Entelligent’s Dr. Pooja Khosla and Nana Yaa Asante-Darko lay out the business case for climate disclosures and provide an overview of the contributions of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) in bringing standardization to climate reporting.

In the third section, we turn it over to several asset managers to share their perspectives on how they are looking at climate change across asset classes and within their overall investment philosophies:

- Michelle Dunstan of AllianceBernstein explains why deep research is needed to truly understand the implications of climate change on commodities and commodity issuers

- Garvin Jabusch and Betsy Moszeter of Green Alpha Advisors share their Next Economy™ investment philosophy, “a Moore’s Law-like approach to sustainability”

- Lisa Davis and Christina Hill of PGIM reflect on incorporating climate risk into their real estate investment processes across residential and commercial properties

- Via a very personal story, Ivka Kalus of Promethos Capital, urges investors to heed the calling to save our “Big Blue Marble”, focusing on both social as well as environmental issues
Robert Smith of Sage Advisory Services sets out how fixed income investors can develop a framework for understanding transition risks and physical risks across a bond portfolio.

Are sovereign bonds the “final frontier” for ESG and climate risk? Patrick Drum of Saturna Capital argues yes and that sovereign debt is a critical part of climate response.

Matthew J. Diserio of Water Asset Management shifts the conversation to water and why pricing it is critical to solving water scarcity and broader climate challenges.

Mamadou-Abou Sarr of V-Square Quantitative Management talks to the policy instruments and market mechanisms needed to arrive at globally effective carbon pricing.

And, finally, our fourth section focuses on the innovations in climate data and the tools available to advisors in orienting their practices towards climate investing:

- Dr. Pooja Khosla of Entelligent shares measurement tools which can assist asset managers and advisors in understanding climate transition risks within portfolios.

- Jessica Skolnick and Penelope Jackson of Gitterman Asset Management compile available resources and tools for climate-related financial planning decisions and education.

- Larry Lawrence of MSCI provides an overview of climate index solutions that can demonstrate an investment portfolio’s alignment with a particular temperate target.

Chris Hartshorn of risQ illustrates how high climate risk municipal bonds and mortgage-backed securities are likely to fare overall and with respect to individual perils.

Throughout the report we also encourage you to explore each of the topics further through video content from The Great Repricing: Financial Advice in the Age of Climate Change. This four-day event, initially screened September 21-24, 2021, is now available through September 2022, free on demand.

To reduce “global warning” from a code red, we must face up to the enormity of the challenges ahead. Our goal is that you enjoy the diversity of expertise in this document and that it inspires you to either start or deepen your journey in the realm of sustainable investing. The levers of the capital markets are some of the most powerful we can pull in keeping global warming to 2°C or less. We look forward to working with you all to do so.

Last, but definitely not least, we would like to thank everybody who contributed to this report. We very much appreciate the generosity, the partnership, and the insights.

Jeff Gitterman
Co-Founding Partner, Gitterman Asset Management

Pooja Khosla, Ph.D
Executive Vice President Client & Product Development, Entelligent

Rebecca Jackson
Founder, FutureValue, LLC
Project Management & Editing
Once debated, the evidence for a changing climate is now incontrovertible1, and no serious doubt exists about the underlying cause of increases in global temperature. As temperature rises, reflecting additional heat stored in the Earth System, i.e., the atmosphere and oceans, many other phenomena change as well. Industrialization and other human activities have led to a significant rise in atmospheric greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions, warming the Earth 0.6°C-0.9°C between 1906-2005. Warming could reach up to 6°C by the end of the century without the reduction of emissions. However, regardless of the speed of reduction, additional warming is already certain owing to emissions levels to date, and the persistence of GHGs in the atmosphere.2

A warmer atmosphere influences large-scale gradients of temperature, affecting the winds and, as a result, storms, and other weather events. Higher temperatures evaporate water faster from the land and ocean surfaces, intensifying severe weather while drying other regions. Stronger evaporation and precipitation, long predicted, lead to wet regions getting wetter, on average, but with more variation, and droughts in regions where they had been uncommon. Drier regions generally get drier, although these dry conditions may be punctuated by occasional more intense precipitation.

A changing climate has consequences that affect humanity greatly. Rising ocean temperatures accelerate the loss of polar ice, warm the undersides of glaciers, and increase the volume of the oceans from the thermal expansion of water. Annually, average sea level rise is 1.3 inches (3.2 mm). In total, average sea levels have risen over 8 inches (23 cm) since 1880, with a gain of approximately three inches in the last 25 years.3 Sea level rise interacts with increasingly intense weather to cause coastal flooding as well as damage to structures and natural ecosystems from saltwater intrusion. Wildfires can be devastating in and of themselves, but they can also trigger a range of post-fire hazards such as severe flooding from de-vegetated hillslopes, landslides, and persistent loss of water storage due to eroded soils. Droughts and urban heatwaves are now major challenges, and some parts of the world may become too hot for normal human life. Agriculture has proven to be less resilient than expected, with many important crop and animal species experiencing significant impacts from high temperatures and drought.


Integrating Climate Science and Business: The Debate is Over, What Now?
By Kimberley Miner, Ph.D., Scientist and Systems Engineer, NASA Jet Propulsion Lab, and David Schimel, Ph.D., Senior Research Scientist, NASA Jet Propulsion Lab
The increasing number of hot days can't be explained by natural trends alone. Stanford climate scientist Noah Diffenbaugh found that future predictions relying only on historical observations underestimated by about half the actual number of extremely hot days in the US, Europe and East Asia. Abnormal precipitation also departs from the historical record, with increasingly extremely wet days in the U.S., Europe and East Asia.


The changes observed today are consistent with science's understanding of the climate system and within the ranges of changes suggested by climate models. The concerns that climate change was overestimated have generally turned out to be false. For many years, vocal critiques of climate change predictions from outside the scientific community suggested changes were exaggerated, that change would be slower than models projected, and that expected increases in fossil fuel use were too high. Overall, the scientific community endured concerns they were being alarmist and motivated by a broader environmental agenda.

The past decades of observations have falsified many of these critiques. Fossil fuel emissions have increased faster than expected by the “business as usual” scenarios of the 1990s, and climate change has manifested in subsequent temperature increases. There is more global drought, faster sea ice loss, and overall greater consequences than most Earth scientists would have predicted 20 or 30 years ago.
Scientists knew from past global changes, inferred from the many chronologies that the Earth records, that change could be rapid and abrupt. Most researchers, however, framed their results cautiously aware of the great uncertainties, sensitive to accusations of alarmism, and aware of the high costs associated with changing energy infrastructure.

Rapid economic expansion drives greenhouse gas emissions. Fueled in part by rapid economic expansions in China and India, officials failed to predict rapid growth and climate consequences at the turn of the century. Data sourced from Global Carbon Budget 2020 (Friedlingstein et al. 2020)
Models run as early as 1970 show warming consistent with observations and simulations conducted in 2004 for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) are eerily on target, although projections past 10-20 years remain tentative, largely because of uncertainties in future greenhouse gas levels and remaining uncertainties in the representations of clouds. Some newer and possibly better models show more warming than earlier versions, and there is little-to-no evidence for lower rates of warming. The results of these newer models are employed by banks, institutional asset managers, and other entities in climate scenario analyses, adding to the credibility of their assessments.

The underlying cause of climate change is the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, mainly carbon dioxide but also methane and a host of other more minor constituents (N₂O, HFCs, SF₆, NF₃). CO₂ and CH₄ have complex natural cycles, but the increases driving climate change are generally due to energy production and land-use change, the former being much more significant than the latter. The carbon cycle is complex, with carbon being exchanged between the land, ocean, and atmosphere. Despite this, researchers have long known that stabilizing the climate at levels that do not cause “dangerous interference” in the stability of Earth’s ecosystems requires decarbonization.
This finding was first presented in the IPCC’s second major report and heeding this conclusion is only more critical with each passing year. While early climate change agreements did not push for complete decarbonization because of technical and perceived financial challenges, as well as issues of global equity and political resistance from energy-producing nations, scientists have long known the end game is a complete transition away from fossil fuels. Stabilizing climate also requires managing CH₄, eliminating most deforestation, and protecting existing forest carbon storage.

Without these bold moves, global human and natural communities will increasingly suffer from the shrinking of available water, arable land, and stable ecosystems. Already, climate migration affects an estimated seven million people in 104 countries, with extreme weather events and related disasters as the catalysts. Coastal inundation and flooding, storm surge, wildfires, and extreme heat currently kill over 150,000 people per year, according to the World Health Organization (“WHO”) and impacting millions more.

In August 2021, the IPCC released the first part of its Sixth Assessment Report. The report states that, it’s “unequivocal that human influence has warmed the atmosphere, ocean and land”. In addition, it warns that the magnitude of “recent changes across the climate system as a whole and the present state of many aspects of the climate system are unprecedented over many centuries to many thousands of years.”

Download the full report here.
Climate risks that seemed decades away are increasingly at the world’s doorstep. Some of these risks, like Arctic and Pacific Northwest heat waves, are happening sooner than forecast. Others, such as the release of a year’s worth of rain in a day, are becoming more common. Extremes that were considered abnormalities like cold snaps and heat domes are increasingly seasonal, impacting infrastructure and causing billions of dollars in damage. The financial toll from extreme events in 2020 alone was estimated at $190 billion by Swiss Re⁴, representing the second-highest number of extreme events and secondary impacts ever recorded. As insurance and governmental support for rebuilding in affected areas begin to dry up, climate migration is forecast to increase.

Unfolding secondary inputs to climate extremes may further exacerbate risks. Increased energy expenditure from adaptation solutions such as air conditioning acts as a human feedback, whereas the decreasing reflectance (albedo) from melting ice and snow is a natural one. The potential for thawing permafrost to release tons of carbon emissions looms as wildfires in the Arctic abruptly increase thaw. As the climate system continues to destabilize, these second and third-order impacts become more pronounced, further accelerating the rapidity of change. It is unclear when any of these factors could become a tipping point, locking us into a future where climate risks and consequences are permanent.

Yet, despite the growing instances of tangible impacts, abatement continues to be debated. The immense challenge of decarbonization and the intense politics around the need to stabilize climate obscures the totality of the challenge. Debate continues to rage around issues of personal choice, freedom versus regulation, government interference in the market, global equity and disparate levels of responsibility, and even residual skepticism about the reality of climate change itself.

To facilitate decarbonization, government and private efforts have targeted primary energy, transportation, and mobility, with innovation and investment directed to renewable energy and storage technology. In many cases, the pace of innovation and entrepreneurial success has been nothing less than astonishing, as, for example, the cost of solar power has declined, with

accompanying increases in energy efficiency far faster than predicted in the 1990s, where estimates were first being widely made.

Decarbonizing the energy system requires the net zero commitments that activists ask for and necessitates appropriate government policy and regulation to level the playing field with respect to subsidies for renewable energy and enhanced infrastructure such as electrical grids. Transitioning new technologies to commercialization, infusing them into the economy, and scaling them is very much the province of the private sector in much of the world.

Motivating decarbonization investments across the entire economic ecosystem has faced many challenges, including long payoff times and benefits only realized the seemingly distant future. However, as climate damages mount, the entire equation is different. The benefits of slowing climate change are less remote and the returns on innovative technology evident. Everything has happened faster than expected, and we now find ourselves in an economy where climate-smart investing is profitable and decarbonization is possible. Stabilizing the climate and decarbonizing the economy is both a challenge and an opportunity.
Today, climate change is not a debated science topic or just another regulatory area for executives to worry about. Rather, it is a primary concern of investors seeking to leave a better world and to protect and create wealth.

**FIND OUT MORE!** Watch Avoiding the Worst Case Climate Scenario: Where do we Stand? [Click here](#) to register and access

The increasingly acute impacts of climate change are felt everywhere. From hurricanes, to flooding, to severe droughts, to wildfires, and extreme heat, all regions are impacted. The most recent IPCC report noted that certain planetary changes, for example sea level rise, are now irreversible for up to millennia. Without intense ambition and coordinated action, the consequences of a warming planet will further compound as ecosystems suffer, drinking water supplies shrink, people are forced to migrate, and health outcomes decline. In this session, leading climate scientists Dr. David Schimel and Dr. Kimberley R. Miner will share insights into the latest climate science, the additional risks we face as we head towards dangerous tipping points, and their messages to governments, the private sector, and civil society.
Chapter Two: The Regulatory Landscape
The Business Case for Climate Disclosures

Climate change is a major risk to global financial stability. If business and government leaders do not commit to adapting our economic systems, market incentives and corporate models, we are committing instead to long-term disarray, or worse.

But even with flexibility in our response to the risks and a rapid transition to a low-carbon economy, dealing with climate change and its associated impacts will require ongoing adjustments as we head into an uncertain future.

All financial markets participants need to be actively involved in the discovery, understanding and implementation of various measures that will increase risk transparency as well as contribute to climate change mitigation and physical adaptation. From the initial raising of capital and throughout the investment lifecycle, all decision-making must consider climate change.

This does not mean climate-related efforts can afford to ignore profitability and returns. Continuous investment necessitates the potential for solid investment outcomes, even if some investment time horizons are longer than those mostly used now.

Investment success is predicated on the understanding of risk. Physical risks, especially, will look different from risks we have experienced in the past, both in terms of magnitude and frequency. But to redirect capital flows toward climate resilience and mitigation and away from elevated climate risk, we need trustworthy and timely information in the form of standardized, climate-related financial disclosures. Until now, climate-specific information in traditional financial statements was uncommon, despite existing accounting requirements in various jurisdictions that mandated inclusion of material financial risks, of which climate change ought to be included for many companies.

Such disclosures can be tremendously complex, especially in sectors where there is significant uncertainty. Disclosures require the synthesis of many ideas, methodologies and processes, and rely heavily on scientific findings as the foundation of their assumptions. In addition, the forward-looking nature of climate risk requires that strategic planning and disclosures account for a variety of possible scenarios, which can be very time intensive, even overwhelming!

Yet without climate-related financial disclosures, corporate strategic planning, governance and disclosures are incomplete, and investors cannot trust information to have complete integrity or be whole. This incompleteness affects the reliability of financial company disclosures and, iteratively, their representation as a true and fair view should be called into question.

To help market participants navigate the process of understanding and disclosing...
information on climate risks and its financial implications, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) has provided recommendations to serve as guardrails for relevant parties.

**An Overview of TCFD**

Formed in 2015 by the G20's Financial Stability Board, the TCFD has become the compass for climate risk assessments and disclosures “that could promote more informed investment, credit, and insurance underwriting decisions and, in turn, enable stakeholders to understand better the concentrations of carbon-related assets in the financial sector and the financial system’s exposures to climate-related risks.”

Since the publication of its final recommendations in June 2017, the TCFD has received increasing endorsements and has been mandated by various global regulatory bodies. This traction shows no sign of slowing down, meaning the TCFD is fast becoming the authority for climate disclosures across the world’s financial markets.

According to its 2020 Status Report, almost “1,500 organizations have expressed their support, a group that includes every major type of financial market participant.” Nearly 60% of the 100 largest public companies in the world are supporters and/or are reporting in line with TCFD recommendations.

For any entity seeking to report climate risk disclosure according to the TCFD, significant effort is required to

---

1 “About”, Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), Retrieved October 24, 2021, [https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/about/](https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/about/)

understand the implications for the entity type and sector. In addition to the core recommendations, the TCFD has developed supplemental material for specific sectors to guide them in the implementation of the recommendations, including the use of scenario analysis for nonfinancial companies.3

Categorizing Climate Risks

The TCFD framework categorizes risks as either physical or transition as outlined in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Potential Financial Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Policy and Legal e.g., carbon pricing, litigation risks</td>
<td>• Increased operating costs, such as insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Write-offs and write-downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Litigation fees, fines, reduced product demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology e.g., transitioning to lower-carbon technologies, competition from lower-emissions products and services</td>
<td>• R&amp;D costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Capex investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Write-offs and write-downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Market e.g., changing consumer behavior, increasing cost of inputs</td>
<td>• Reduced demand for goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased production costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Asset repricing e.g., stranded assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reputation e.g., changes in consumer preferences, sector stigmatization</td>
<td>• Reduced demand for goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenges in employee recruitment and retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Less capital available for investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Acute e.g., extreme weather events (floods, wildfires, hurricanes, etc.) occurring at increasing severity and frequency</td>
<td>• Lost revenue from supply chain interruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Write-offs and write-downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lost revenue from negative impacts on workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Greater operating costs e.g., water for cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced revenues owing to lower output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chronic e.g., long-term changes in precipitation, rising sea levels, rising average temperatures</td>
<td>• Increased insurance premiums</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TCFD Hub - https://www.tcfdhub.org/Downloads/pdfs/E08%20-%20Table%201%20&%202.pdf

Scenario Analysis

Conforming to the TCFD is largely dependent on the use of climate scenario analysis in an organization’s strategy and risk-related activities. Somewhat akin to how businesses may run stress tests on particular aspects of their operations,
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performing climate scenario analysis using adjustable temperature targets, substitutable assumptions and transition pathways can expose fault lines in an entity’s risk management systems. Scenario analysis is essentially a means for considering a variety of possible futures in which organizations may find themselves. From these potential outcomes, businesses may be able to avoid or mitigate risks, as well as establish opportunities for business model adaptations.

The TCFD recommends that an organization use more than one scenario, including one that aligns with the Paris Agreement, which seeks to keep global temperature increases to less than 2°C, with a more stringent goal of 1.5°C.

In working with a Paris-aligned scenario, key questions are raised:

- How sustainable is a given company? For example: what are the company’s Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions levels, both now and in the future?
- How can a given company sustain its revenues and profits in a 1.5°C or 2°C future? How will cash flows, balance sheet indicators and other financial metrics be impacted by shifts in regulations, technology, energy mix, etc.?

To answer these questions, an organization needs a forward-looking lens that accounts for geopolitical and other macro-outcomes that might be expected in a low-carbon world. Therefore, organizations need to invest in new expertise, across people, technology and other resources.

### Where Do We Go From Here?

We are still at an early stage in terms of climate measurements and disclosure, given that most frameworks and reporting guidelines remain voluntary. Moving beyond this requires policy changes and regulatory action; for example, mandating corporate disclosures. The European Union is currently further ahead than the SEC,

but the latter began seeking stakeholder input earlier this year,\textsuperscript{4} which is expected to lead to more clarity for companies and markets regarding disclosures.

More importantly, frameworks alone cannot solve climate risk unless they are contextualized by clear goals and associated metrics that allow for progress measurement and accountability. We need a 360° perspective that can help us understand both how physical and transition risks will impact companies, but also how companies are contributing to the changing climate. Without this clarity, backed by regulatory oversight, we will not be able to make progress as expediently as possible.

**FIND OUT MORE!** Watch **Rule Change: The Rapid Proliferation of Climate Regulations**. [Click here](#) to register and access

Over the last few years, the regulatory and policy landscape related to climate change has shifted significantly. Although day-to-day impacts may not yet be felt by all financial services participants, this panel will explain why it’s prudent to be educated and prepared. On the federal side, the SEC is undertaking disclosure reviews and has issued new enforcement measures while the White House has released a number of climate-related executive orders. However, actions from individual states and international jurisdictions, such as the E.U., are reverberating beyond their regulatory borders, impacting U.S. firms. Frameworks and collaborative initiatives such as the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) and the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) are gaining rapid traction and “soft regulation” from ESG ratings agencies are increasingly affecting how assets are valued. In this session, you’ll learn how policy and regulation is changing behavior across governments, financial services, and companies more broadly, and how this will impact investment decision-making over the coming months and years.
Climate Change: The Commodities Dimension
By Michelle Dunstan, Chief Responsibility Officer; Portfolio Manager - Global ESG Improvers Strategy, AllianceBernstein

Commodities, by virtue of their fungibility and broad uses, have infiltrated nearly every facet of human life, making the world enormously reliant on their ready availability. But as climate change advances—and the effort to slow it gains momentum—this vital relationship will be impacted in wide-ranging ways—some obvious at the surface, others not.

Climate risk is broadly measured in two ways: The first is physical risk, such as rising seas that endanger physical plants and facilities or warmer temperatures that can alter crop yields. The second is transitional risk from the evolution toward a carbon-free economy, such as changing consumer preferences, evolving regulation, legal issues, and new technologies.

Tackling the full scope of climate change’s impact on commodities would require a much longer format. So, this piece focuses on distinguishing the supply and demand impacts on key commodity categories. For both forces, the impact of climate change is transmitted through both physical and transitional channels.

**The Demand-Side Impact**
As the world gears up for the push to reduce carbon emissions, one segment of the commodity world under the spotlight includes coal and fossil fuels. Simply put, as the world weans itself from heavy-carbon-emitting fuel sources, demand for these energy stalwarts will steadily decline. This process will eventually knock higher cost producers out of the mix, with real prices—and profitability—falling.

On the other side of the transitional-demand coin, some commodity segments will benefit, as demand rises for inputs that enable decarbonization. For example, industrial metals such as lithium and copper, critical in enabling...
the low-carbon transition, will see growing demand, even as oil demand flattens. The world will need more of these metals, which may force buyers to higher-cost sources, putting upward pressure on prices.

Many factors will play a role in shifting commodity demand: sovereign agreements to reduce carbon emissions, the regulatory landscape and fiscal commitment to support the transition. Changing preferences among consumers will also fundamentally alter demand to favor more climate-friendly products.

For example, as the larger global consumers of soy—food producers and protein producers—become more conscious of the impact of their supply chains on the environment, they are increasingly demanding proof that their soy is not being sourced from areas subject to deforestation. And they’re willing to change suppliers and increase their costs to avoid that climate impact.

Over the short to medium terms, we actually see solid support even for “dirty” commodities such as coal and oil. For one thing, capital is generally being withdrawn from the fossil fuel industry faster than the current reduction in demand. For commodities whose availability is declining the fastest, such as oil liquids and natural gas, this process could drive price spikes.

Investment in the clean-energy transition will provide another demand support pillar for fossil fuels, because the transition will require sizable amounts of steel and cement, whose processes contribute to carbon emissions. A lot of marginal diesel fuel is needed to move those heavy materials around, too.

If we also include the necessary capital expenditure to protect physical plants and supply chains against higher temperatures and rising sea levels, building materials could see a big demand boom.

**The Supply-Side Impact**

From the supply-side perspective, a major transitional risk for some commodities is rising costs, both capital costs and operating costs, driven by the growing focus on protecting the

---

**Climate Change Impact on Productivity—Agriculture**

*Range of Climate Change Impacts on Global Crop Fields by 2050* (Percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Coarse Grains</th>
<th>Oilseeds</th>
<th>Sugar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As of August 31, 2015

*Under Shares Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) 2 and RCP 6.0 (2.8 degree centigrade temperature increase)

*Source: Keith Wiebe et. al, Climate change impacts on agriculture in 2050 under a range of plausible socioeconomic and emissions scenarios*
environment. For example, commodity producers are required to pay taxes on carbon emissions in an increasing number of jurisdictions, and those taxes are likely to head in one direction only: up.

Notwithstanding prior rollbacks in the US, regulatory mandates to protect resources are intensifying. Chile continues its effort, for example, to enact a glacier protection law, along the lines of an earlier Argentinean legislation. It would require a broad inventory of geo-forms, forbidding activities—namely major Andean copper mining projects, that would negatively impact them. Many firms face the prospect of often-costly equipment upgrades or replacements to reduce carbon emissions.

This increasingly forceful regulatory environment will continue to raise supply costs. Current and proposed carbon regulations in Europe, for example, could raise the prices of some animal proteins by as much as 41%. Fines and penalties for environmental damage are presenting greater risks: in 2020, the U.S. Department of Justice and Environmental Protection Agency fined a concentrated animal feeding operation nearly $3 million for Clean Water Act violations—a record for fines in this category.

The physical risks of climate change are having expansive effects on agriculture. Agricultural operations impact climate change as land use changes and carbon is produced, and climate change in turn affects agriculture. Crop productivity is at the mercy of rising temperatures and extreme weather patterns. In fact, we’ve recently seen extreme weather events simultaneously impact wheat harvests in Canada, Australia, China, Russia, and Ukraine. Producers may adapt where and how they grow crops, but costs will still rise.

Heatwaves, drought, and disease have impacted coffee and chocolate producers. Numerous studies point to coming shrinkage in land area suitable for growing these crops as climate change intensifies. Suppliers are exploring drought-resistant crops, but pressures loom. Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana, for instance, supply about 60% of the world’s cocoa but have high deforestation rates, which doesn’t augur well for supply.

The impacts on commodities from some physical risks are less obvious. Despite recent historic flooding on the Rhine River, low water levels in Germany’s vital conduit over the past few years forced barges to operate at limited capacity, curtailing chemical production and restricting supply. Similarly, intensifying tropical storms threaten Gulf of Mexico oil production and refining as well as the chemicals and liquid natural gas industry in low-lying areas.

In mining, which is critical for electrification, flooding is a major problem, with more frequent heavy rainfall posing challenges for open pit mines in tropical and semitropical areas. The problem is particularly acute in coal operations in Australia and Indonesia, but likely hurts production and boosts prices more broadly, too.

**The Big Picture**

Diagnosing the potential impact of climate change on the financial condition of commodity and commodity-related issuers requires extensive fundamental research and—in some cases—creative detective work to uncover factors that may not appear obvious at the surface.
And because commodities are so ubiquitous globally, the hand of climate change reaches far broader, touching the supply chains of countless industries. We mentioned earlier that animal protein producers face higher transitional costs from efforts to curb carbon emissions; the physical climate risks to grain, the central input in raising livestock, are likely to make that commodity pricier, too, further raising operating costs.

Wherever possible, it’s likely that each member of the supply chain will attempt to pass rising costs through to its clients. So, consumers at the end of the chain may face ever-higher prices for certain energy sources, food items, and other important products and services. These trends will affect both investment decisions and day-to-day spending behaviors.

FIND OUT MORE! Watch Translating Climate Change into Climate Action. Click here to register and access

Extreme climate events are being experienced more frequently and with greater severity. As a result, sudden supply and demand issues for critical commodities and negative corporate cash flow impacts are also becoming more prevalent. Leaning solely on historical trends is inadequate for managing these risks, as is looking only at first-order effects. Using examples of how climate change and geopolitical events have combined to impact key markets, Michelle Dunstan, Chief Responsibility Officer; Portfolio Manager - Global ESG Improvers Strategy at AllianceBernstein, shares how we need to update our thinking to translate complex climate concepts into investment decisions. Jeff Gitterman joins the conversation to dive deeper into these topics and learn about AllianceBernstein’s partnership with Columbia University’s Earth Institute to launch a Climate School to educate the investment industry.

Next Economics and the Climate Crisis

By Garvin Jabusch, Co-Founder and Chief Investment Officer, Green Alpha Advisors and Betsy Mozseter, Chief Operating Officer, Green Alpha Advisors

The climate crisis was a major catalyst for the invention of *Next Economics™, which is Green Alpha Advisors’ proprietary investment philosophy. Owing to the precariousness of the world in which we live, we needed a new framework for investing; one that disregards both indiscriminate indexing and the conventional wisdom that low tracking error with a business-as-usual benchmark index is a prudent way to mitigate risk. The climate crisis was a major catalyst that drove us to create Next Economics.

Core to our investment philosophy and processes is the understanding that the climate crisis is now the greatest investment risk in every asset class. Asset managers can no longer afford to merely consider climate in portfolio construction. It is imperative to view climate risk as the primary threat to our clients’ wealth preservation. Thus, we arrive at the inverse corollary: solutions to the climate crisis are our best opportunity to preserve and grow that wealth.

Next Economics is the analysis of the pathway from the destructive legacy of a fossil fuels-based economy, through the present transition, toward an economy that can perpetuate indefinitely—without colliding with large-scale risk or overtopping planetary boundaries.

**Next Economics Viewpoint**

Because the climate crisis directly informs Green Alpha’s investment philosophy, it is integral to its portfolio construction processes. Green Alpha addresses the climate crisis not within a traditional portfolio framework, but by building portfolios of stocks whose companies are reducing the risk of local and global economic collapse. *Next Economy™ portfolio construction is not about incrementally improving on approaches like indexing, but about a new paradigm in asset management in the face of the climate crisis.

As such, we first examine whether a company contributes to raising the global economy’s risk profile or works to minimize the likelihood of succumbing to the threats of the climate crisis, resource degradation, widening inequality, and human disease burdens. If a firm adds more risk than it removes, it is not eligible for inclusion in a Green Alpha portfolio.

To illustrate the concept of Next Economics, let us use a Moore’s Law-like approach to sustainability. Science presently informs us the world has, at most, 30 years to learn to operate its economies in a sustainable way. The nature of compounding tells us that to reach 100% sustainability within that time frame, the global economy needs to make a 2% improvement towards that goal every year. Our ‘climate Moore’s law’ predicates that if a company does not contribute meaningfully to that 2%, it is not doing enough, and the world may never reach sustainability.

It is important to distinguish between improvement in internal operations and contribution to the overall economy. A company directly causing the climate crisis, such as an oil major, could theoretically improve the efficiency of its internal operations by 2% a year, and yet never approach sustainability. To achieve true sustainability, a company must contribute 2% annual improvement to the global goal. Companies paid to
create products or services causing the climate crisis are not eligible for inclusion in Green Alpha’s strategies, no matter their stated goals or pledges to improve internal operations, because sustainability can never be achieved with unsustainable actions.

**Asset Management within a New Dynamic**

We do not rely on environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) scores because they often focus on internal metrics of a company’s practices, rather than how revenue is earned. Most ESG ranking systems give high average marks to oil majors. While these scores may be valid in a traditional ESG sense, they do not account for the contribution of fossil fuels to the climate crisis and how they are driving us towards collapse.

The first place to investigate if a company is doing more to stabilize or destabilize the global economy is simply to look at what it gets paid to do. If revenues come from sustainable or regenerative activities, the rules of Next Economics indicate that one should look further into the company’s stock. If the company is paid to do anything resulting in risk or destruction, further research is unnecessary as the company is unworthy of Green Alpha’s time and analysis, and moreover is unlikely to make for a profitable long-term investment.

The framework and tools provided by Next Economics furnish a clear path to ensuring that our portfolios own the solutions that will gain market share as global markets become increasingly aware of the acute and various crises confronting us all. Incremental half measures may have some value, but it is Green Alpha’s strong belief that full solution sets will accrue most of the market share growth and most of the intrinsic value appreciation over time. Consequently, Green Alpha believes that Next Economics will impart noteworthy impact in demonstrating over time that solutions to global risks have value while the causes do not, as well as in providing a clear path to long-term competitive portfolio returns.

Sustainability is, finally, rightly viewed as economically attractive, and, as the pathway toward more security and stability, better health, and resilience. Instead of the decades-long perception as a cost burden, there is emerging recognition that zero impact—or even positive regenerative impact—are the fastest growing areas in every sector of the economy. While the vested interests of the legacy economy are still powerful, there is a new dynamic at work. One no longer needs to ask if the global economy will be decarbonized, as we believe it will be. However, we must worry whether it will happen too late. Thus, Green Alpha’s reluctance to engage in the incrementalism of traditional ESG investing.

*Green Alpha is a registered trademark of Green Alpha Advisors, LLC. Green Alpha Advisors also owns the trademarks to “Next Economy,” “Next Economics,” “Next Economy Portfolio Theory,” “Investing in the Next Economy,” and “Investing for the Next Economy.” No person or company is allowed to publish any of Green Alpha’s trademarks without express written consent and clearly denoting Green Alpha’s ownership of said trademark.*
Climate Risks and Opportunities in Real Estate
Christina Hill, Head of Americas Asset Management and Global Head of ESG, PGIM Real Estate
Lisa Davis, Portfolio Manager, U.S. Impact Value Partners (IVP), PGIM Real Estate

In real estate, as in other investment classes, the question is no longer if climate change will affect asset prices, but when and how: will repricing happen in an orderly fashion or through a series of shocks and sudden drops? In either case, global asset managers such as PGIM Real Estate are seeking both to mitigate the immediate physical risks posed by current levels of climate change and invest in solutions that move us towards a net zero carbon future.

The time has come for long-term investors to view climate change not just as a risk factor in their investment framework but as an opportunity for active alpha generation along the path to a greener economy.

At this moment, the most catastrophic physical impacts of climate change are beyond the horizon of most real estate investment decisions. Even for longer-term investments like residential mortgages, investors seem to look away from climate factors even in geographies most at risk, such as Florida, California, and Maryland1. Furthermore, there are some structural factors in the US residential mortgage market that separate long-term risks like climate change from the risks that are factored into the underwriting process. For example, in the secondary mortgage market, banks can offload their conforming mortgage risk to government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs). Since they typically do not retain the 30-year loans they underwrite, banks originating mortgages have little incentive to account for flood risk in mortgage pricing.

But supposing we get past this “tragedy of the horizon2,” the lack of clarity around the timing and geographical manifestations of climate shocks makes it challenging to precisely incorporate them into the pricing of individual real estate assets. Even though we know that each year brings a more extreme hurricane season, for example, it is hard to predict exactly where and when the next big storm will cause large scale property damage. And there is always the question of returns that we might miss out on—either by not investing in assets that are highly valued now, even if riskier longer term, or by making larger capital investments now to reduce carbon emissions and mitigate risks that are not reflected in current valuations or income. While real estate is all about location, location, location, it is also about timing, timing, timing.

However, just because the industry isn’t consistently pricing in climate change, it doesn’t mean that firms like PGIM Real Estate aren’t evaluating it and seeking to be in the best possible position when repricing occurs. We are increasingly finding that our most sophisticated investors and tenants are demanding it.

---


Furthermore, we recognize that while a stronger regulatory framework might be hard to adjust to at first, it has the potential to smooth the transition and prevent extreme, unpredictable shocks. Incorporating climate change risks and mitigation costs into the heart of the real estate investment process can help manage physical risks and generate additional investment opportunities.

First, capital investments to bolster climate resilience can be attractive for equity owners. The adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” certainly applies here. Capital projects will detract from cash flows and operating incomes in the near term and may not be sensible for real estate debt providers; however, direct real estate equity owners are more likely to see the payback when such projects prevent large losses and preserve cash flows later.

Simple renovations like elevating the electricals a foot or two off the ground may make sense for properties in vulnerable areas. In fact, such resilience projects have shown to not only keep the lights on but, more importantly, keep tenants in place during extreme events and maintain steady lease payment cash flows. Additionally, while assets with a strong resilience strategy don’t currently see any beneficial pricing in the insurance markets, it’s likely this will change in the coming years. This would further decrease operating expenses for asset owners.

Second, by employing cutting-edge data and leveraging their own climate analytics, data-conscious real estate investors can uncover situations where the broader market sees limited value. For example, investors can consider high-risk locations by factoring in resilience-boosting capex into their models for capitalization rates and cash flows. By integrating these improvements into their investment process, investors can tap into attractive opportunities where markets may overshoot.

Third, with more high-end office and retail space customers demanding certified “green” properties, the additional cost of energy efficient renovations or construction can be offset by attracting and retaining tenants seeking climate-differentiated properties who are willing to pay a premium for it.

At PGIM Real Estate, we incorporate climate change considerations into each stage of the investment process. The size and coverage of our global platform gives us an advantage in terms of data availability and efficiency. One example is our use of the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) rating system. GRESB is a globally recognized assessment and benchmarking system for Environmental, Social, and Governance factors. We report over 75% of our AUM to GRESB and use the data generated in building our strategies at the portfolio and the asset levels. This year, GRESB piloted a resiliency module in beta form. Although it is not yet incorporated into the GRESB annual scoring system, we utilized it across our GRESB-rated funds and received a perfect score. As the broader real estate industry adopts standardized resiliency measures, more connections between ESG and valuation will become evident.

We incorporate climate risk data into our standard due diligence and asset management process. We score each asset for seven climate risks using

---

3 PGIM Real Estate.
data from 427. This information is then incorporated into asset level work plans and budgets for every property, which is an efficient and consistent way to build resiliency. It informs our ongoing capital and operating standards so that we can create more durable portfolios. We also make “ESG and R” (Environmental, Social, Governance, and Resiliency) the job of every person in the company, from the CEO down to first year analysts, where Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) is an important part of the resiliency equation. ESG and R goals are a part of the annual goal setting and performance evaluation for each employee. PGIM Real Estate constantly develops and improves company-wide training as well as ESG and R training by functional area.

Another factor we consider is that climate change will not affect all populations evenly. While we often look at climate risk with regards to locations—such as coasts or areas prone to fire—climate change has a disproportionate impact on some people, particularly those in low- and moderate-income communities. Resilient affordable housing is one way to address the disparate impact on both low-income communities and communities of color. Just as the transition to renewable energy may leave fossil fuel investments stranded, low-income residents may be stranded if their homes are not actively targeted by resiliency strategies. This reinforces the need to build more affordable housing in areas with lower climate risk and target affordable housing and low-income communities in resiliency strategies. PGIM Real Estate’s global investment products, including our US private equity fund, Impact Value Partners, address this need. Targeted, active strategies like resilient affordable housing, which meet an essential, non-cyclical need, offer investors steady, less correlated returns across the market cycle.

At PGIM, we believe active investors must be on their front foot, predicting and responding to the impact of climate change on the economies and markets in which investors operate. This will create both immense uncertainty and opportunity. Only forward-looking, long-term investors will have the nimbleness and foresight to seize the opportunities and navigate the risks of our changing climate.

Portions of this article have been excerpted from PGIM’s Megatrend paper Weathering Climate Change: Opportunities and Risks in an Altered Landscape.

DISCLAIMER
This report is intended for Institutional and Professional Investors only. All investments involve risk, including the possible loss of capital. The presenters in this report are expressing their views, opinions and recommendations regarding economic conditions, asset classes, securities, issuers or financial instruments. The views expressed in this report are for informational or educational purposes only. The information is not intended as investment advice and is not a recommendation about managing or investing assets. In providing these materials, PGIM is not acting as your fiduciary. For more information please visit pgimrealestate.com. REF: 001637
Constance, the Big Blue Marble, and Using Capital to Drive Change
Ivka Kalus, Chief Investment Officer, Promethos Capital

Big Blue Marble was an amazing PBS kids show that I watched growing up. It was an optimistic kid’s-eye view of how minor our differences are compared to what we share, and well worth re-streaming now. I remember the opening song by heart. “The Earth’s a big blue marble when you see it from out there, the sun and moon declare, our beauties very rare...we sing pretty much alike, enjoy spring pretty much alike, peace and love we all understand, and laughter we use the very same brand.…”1 This program left an indelible mark on me in terms of understanding at a young age our common humanity on this tiny, shared planet of ours. Recently I was thinking about my college classmate Constance Adams, who almost certainly watched that show as a kid. Big Blue Marble may well have inspired Constance to join NASA as a space architect to design space habitats, like the space station and future human missions to the Moon and Mars. Space is incredibly dangerous: human fragility is infinitely amplified in its vacuum and radiation, where just a small mistake means not only the end of a mission, but the end of life. Very sadly, Constance’s own life and contribution to humanity was cut short by colon cancer in 2018. I read about her death in National Geographic2, and about how much she contributed to humanizing space and creating habitats where people could not only survive but also thrive. However, Constance’s work at NASA is not actually her greatest legacy. When Constance received her death sentence and had just a few months to live, she had an epiphany. While she had been designing habitats for space, she had observed the dramatic change in Earth’s ecosystem from the perspective of space. She saw our very fragile, Big Blue Marble start to burn up. That’s when she realized that her work at NASA was actually a blueprint for enabling the survival of our species here on Earth. She spent her last few harrowing and painful months on the Earth she loved so much codifying this blueprint for survival. She called it, “Mothership 2050.”3

The almost finished documentary, “The Mothership 2050”, made about Constance by another of our classmates, Rebecca Carpenter4, brings into focus the stark reality of how far we are into this crisis. Living our lives as if a climate crisis doesn’t exist, or is far away, must come to an end. There’s a very limited budget of carbon we can put into the atmosphere before we blow beyond the amount that will keep Earth from warming more than two degrees. That budget is 350 Gigatons of CO2. Yet we are pumping 35 GT of CO2 into the atmosphere each year. So do the math, that is only 10 more years at current carbon emissions. Just a single decade and then we’re into uncharted waters and conditions that will prey on our human frailty.

1 “Big Blue Marble” - Series Open Montage, Theme music composer Skip Redwine, Composers Norman Paris, Paul Baillargeon, Walter Murphy, Retrieved: October 24, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlIx0pdjip-Q
4 Ibid
Even if we somehow manage to get to net zero in 10 years, the lasting effects of what we’ve already done are catastrophic. Constance’s blueprint takes that into account, including the already dramatic aridification and continuation of feedback loops of existing polar warming. Under most scenarios, much of the earth will become uninhabitable for humans, food production will be a challenge, and there will be massive migration. The urgent question that Constance worked day and night to answer before she died, was, “how do you protect over nine billion people⁵ on our Big Blue Marble from extinction?”

Climate change is a crisis of unprecedented proportions facing our common humanity, where borders, race, and socioeconomic status have no influence. So, it seems trite and distracting to bring up investing at this point. Or is it? Investors hold a substantial amount of power in enabling Constance’s blueprint because we control how capital is allocated. Investors can easily decide to use our capital in the way that it was always intended, which is to price risk properly, deny capital to behaviors that create externalities such as climate change, and instead reward behaviors that manage and mitigate them.

The looming climate catastrophe is the biggest risk we face, PERIOD, and must be the PRIMARY consideration in any investment decision.

Some observers see the pandemic as our practice run for managing climate risk and deploying capital. If that’s the case, we have learned the wrong lessons so far. Instead of taking the long view, we’ve invested in near term

impacts and central bank liquidity, with the assumption of a return to pre-COVID “normal.” But, like COVID, climate change is not something we can fix quickly and then pretend it never happened. Climate change impacts every company in every industry in every country. Therefore, investing to manage and mitigate climate change goes far beyond technology solutions, which are just the tip of the iceberg in bringing about a rapid corporate mitigation and adaptation response. Most of the biggest contributors to climate change are not technology companies and therefore the biggest impact we can have as investors is in how we allocate our capital beyond technology solutions.

As the risks of climate change become increasingly clear, companies who are already integrating these risks into future planning will be more likely to survive and even thrive in a changing climate. Increased reporting requirements like the E.U. SFDR\(^6\), increasing climate-related data availability, and AI tools make the task of tracking corporate behaviors, actions, and results, and differentiating among leaders and laggards, much simpler for investors. Investors can track metrics over time and compare them at the security level: for example CO\(_2\) intensity, Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions, water use intensity, energy intensity, and many other climate-related factors. Investors should also take a clue from the natural world when deciding how to allocate our capital and price climate risk. Nature will survive in some form and adapt because it’s infinitely diverse. Likewise, we can capture the benefits of adaptation and innovation by investing in companies who promote diversity.

This investor call to arms comes with a silver lining: superior returns will potentially be derived from investing in companies who are achieving competitive advantage by focusing on managing their climate impact through diversity and resilience. But even if it were not financially attractive, this approach is not optional. Capital providers must harness the power of their assets to drive the dramatic change we need in order to realize Constance’s blueprint for a survivable future. This is an all-hands-on-deck call to save humanity and our “Mothership” Big Blue Marble.

---

**Climate Investing at Promethos**

In line with our focus on climate change from both a values and value perspective, the Promethos Global Climate Resilience strategy invests in companies aligned with climate change adaptation and mitigation. In our research, carbon efficient companies have been positively correlated with financial performance since 2010.*

Determining whether a company is climate resilient relies upon qualitative as well as quantitative analysis. As such we also take into account corporate culture as evidenced by management attitudes and company actions as these can provide useful insight into a company’s adaptive potential.


---

Climate change poses a major risk to the stability of the U.S. financial system and its ability to sustain the U.S. economy. If it is ignored, climate change is expected to impair the economy’s long-term productive capacity and undermine our nation’s ability to generate consistent employment, income, and prosperity.

Global reliance on fossil fuels as a primary energy source has declined from 95% in 1975 to 85% at the end of 2020. While the use of renewables is growing, the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that, in 2040, 70-75% of primary energy may still be fossil fuel-driven.¹

Therefore, climate risk will likely remain one of the most important structural challenges for long-term investors looking to identify and mitigate the climate-related risks that may exist within fixed income portfolios. Research shows that climate and environmental factors are fundamentally downside risks for most companies, with their successful mitigation being the strongest predictor of future bond returns.² As public awareness and understanding of climate risk advances, so does the understanding of how different types of climate risk interact along with how they will impact credit valuations in a fixed income context.

The extent of decarbonization efforts, while still evolving, are likely to lead to stranded carbon assets as well as declines in capital asset values, operating incomes, and the profitability of debt issuers that traditionally relied upon high carbon emissions in pursuing their commercial activities.

Climate-related transition risks are key considerations for the energy, public utility, airlines, freight transport, construction, basic industry, and manufacturing sectors. These industries will inevitably face significant operating adjustments in the years ahead. Moreover, interactions between transition and physical risks could cause amplifying shocks and stresses for the economy and the financial markets. Such shocks may be more likely in an environment in which financial assets do not fully reflect the potential adverse impact of long-term risks, which could, in turn, have negative cascading effects on fixed income valuations and investment portfolios.

To undertake climate risk analysis that informs decision-making across the corporate bond markets, investors need reliable, consistent, and comparable data projections to assess exposure, sensitivity, and vulnerability, along with resilience and adaptation needs. Corporate disclosure on material, climate-related financial risk is an essential building block to ensure that risks are adequately measured and managed. Essential to this process is a common set of definitions for climate risk data, scenario modeling, and clear methodologies.

An Assessment Framework

Research shows that poor environmental performance is associated with lower credit ratings and higher bond yield spreads, particularly for firms located in states like California or regions like the European Union where there are stricter environmental regulations. The empirical data also suggests that since the adoption of the 2015 Paris Agreement, firms in high emissions industries have, over time, experienced negative consequences regarding their bond credit ratings and yield spreads.

Evidence of this is found in the multiple credit rating downgrades announced by the major credit rating agencies over the last few years. In 2020, for example, agencies reduced their credit ratings outlooks on many of the largest coal producers (Arch Resources, Peabody Energy, Alliance Resource Partners and Enviva Partners). In 2021, they announced negative rating outlooks for several major oil and gas producers including Chevron, Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch Shell, TOTAL, ConocoPhillips, China Petroleum, Canadian Natural Resources, and Imperial Oil.


According to S&P, one of the main drivers was the potential adverse financial impact that the issuers face from long-term energy transition risk. Fossil fuel energy producers face increasing uncertainties related to governmental and consumer actions and concerns, as well as other environmental risks.

While the methodologies of the leading credit rating firms do not explicitly address climate change as a credit risk, the impact of climate change is captured within their analysis of economic strength and diversity, capital asset management, fiscal strength, and governance, among other credit factors.\(^5\) Both credit rating analysts and bond investors are increasingly concerned with issuers’ climate risk exposure and mitigation efforts. The potential regulatory and transition costs thereof may adversely impact the long-term financial strength and creditworthiness of the organization. These cost considerations will ultimately influence valuations applied to every corporate bond.

For investors who wish to deepen their understanding of climate-related risks on corporate fixed income investments, it is important to establish a framework for analysis. Such a framework should begin with a holistic emission exposure analysis that provides details of a company’s Scope 1 (direct) greenhouse gas emissions, Scope 2 (indirect) emissions and intensity, and Scope 3 (other indirect emissions) to identify the current and prospective carbon footprint of the organization.

The framework must also incorporate a robust physical risk analysis to understand an issuer’s geographical business activity profile and the resulting hazard exposures under differing levels of warming. This assessment would estimate the financial impact on capital value due to increasing hazard intensity for the most likely and worst-case scenarios in the near and long-term across the five most costly weather hazards: floods, heat stress, wildfires, tropical cyclones, and drought.

Comprehensive risk mitigation and management for bond investors should include a detailed and dynamic assessment of a company’s exposure to fossil fuel reserves, power generation, and controversial business practices related to climate change. Assessing these will help create a forward-looking carbon performance evaluation. Transition risk scenario analysis can help identify longer-term impacts that may accrue from decarbonization objectives under various warming projections. Physical climate scenario analysis can provide a reasonable indication of a company’s relative alignment with scenarios provided by the International Energy Agency (IEA), including the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) that aligns with the Paris Agreement objective of keeping warming to 2°C.

By adopting a comprehensive climate risk analysis framework that looks at the relationship between the increase in emissions versus the increase in temperature under different scenarios, corporate bond investors may be better prepared to assess the financial performance of a given issuer as well as their overall investment portfolio.

The Great Repricing – Climate Risk & Sovereign Debt
By Patrick Drum MBA, CFA®, CFP®, Senior Investment Analyst & Portfolio Manager, Saturna Capital

Sovereign bonds may represent the final frontier for integrating environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations into investments. This sub-asset class doesn’t appear to fully account for climate related risks or reflect the anticipated debt wave needed to address climate change mitigation. These concerning trends may have a profound impact on global markets given these securities often provide vital benchmarks for all other asset classes in assigning cost of capital and risk premiums. Furthermore, investors may have to modify how they assess these securities as sovereign debt issues are often regarded as having bedrock status and provide two primary functions – liquidity and safety – both of which may be less valid in future.

The sheer size of the global bond market is staggering, dwarfing all other asset classes. As a result, it warrants significant attention. At year-end 2020, the global bond market topped $281 trillion, with government debt accounting for more than half of the year’s $24 trillion in new issuance. Current estimates see another $10 trillion being added in 2021, which would drive global government debt to surpass $92 trillion outstanding.¹

Contrary to expectations, global interest rates have largely fallen over the last decade in response to burgeoning debt loads and fiscal deficits levels not seen since World War II, all the while obscuring ominous risks. Unbeknown to most, the three major credit rating agencies downgraded a fifth of the countries they rate in response to the pandemic, topping the 16% they cut at the height of the Great Financial Crisis (GFC) more than a decade ago.² Future credit downgrades are likely to be forthcoming for a number of countries as governments become more focused on their respective climate responses and investors increase their scrutiny of climate risks in sovereign debt.

Climate-induced risks take many different forms and extend well beyond just attaining each country’s nationally determined contributions (NDCs). NDCs were established by the Paris Climate Agreement in 2015 (COP21) – a non-legally binding commitment that requires each country to revise their carbon emissions downward every five years. It includes costs associated with the transition toward a low carbon economy, exogenous costs brought about by adverse weather events, and second-order factors related to stabilizing the economy and society. Many of these costs simply cannot be supported by the private sector and may need to be socialized, i.e., financed by governments, which would further


increase already stretched debt loads. Case in point, recent research from FTSE Russell found that “10 of the 26 members of the FTSE World Government Bond Index, including Japan, Mexico, South Africa, and Spain, will default on their sovereign debt by 2050 if there’s a “disorderly transition”—that is, if governments' attempts to reduce carbon emissions are late, abrupt, and economically damaging.”[^3]

By way of another example, in 2020 natural disasters caused $76 billion in insured losses, representing over 90% of the $83 billion in total industry losses, up from the $54 billion reported in 2019.[^4] Given these staggering rates of increasing losses, it’s hard to see the insurance industry continuing to operate under the existing business model. It’s not a surprise that the U.S. government, for example, now offers flood insurance.

The coronavirus pandemic taught investors important lessons regarding how to think about climate related risks. Governments around the world reacted not only to arrest the virus but also to provide a financial backstop extending well beyond the scope of the damage caused by the virus itself. This “reaction function” included support for their economies and distressed industries adversely impaired by the virus, unemployment benefits for the displaced, bringing needed medical resources, and deploying important social services. These so called ‘second-order factors’ fostered enormous fiscal spending programs which, in turn, brought about a material change in their fiscal standing and motivated the subsequent downgrades. The pandemic also exposed the societal vulnerabilities of our highly integrated and interdependent global economies. One can easily extrapolate that climate related exogenous shocks or transitions are likely to encompass a much broader scope, further raising debt and deficit trajectories, and subsequently increasing risk premiums. For investors, the consideration of climate related matters introduces a new complex set of interwoven factors that need to be considered - and for which no road map exists. The sheer size of this market is simply too big to dismiss. Ultimately, we may be entering upon a new and lasting frontier in how we think about the cost of climate change.


The primary negative consequences of climate change are intensifying drought, floods, and wildfire. Their respective destructive effects are forcing the downward repricing of specific real assets and companies involved in food, agriculture, power generation, energy, utilities, mining, manufacturing, and insurance. On the other hand, clean reliable water, which is increasingly scarce, is repricing higher.

A stunning example occurred on Monday, August 16th, 2021, when, for the first time ever the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation declared a “Level 1 Water Shortage Condition” at Lake Mead, the largest reservoir on the Colorado River.¹ A structural drought has reduced Lake Mead to its lowest level since it was first filled in the 1930s. This official water shortage declaration triggers mandatory cuts of ~ 600,000-acre feet per year, which equates to approximately 1.2 million Olympic-size swimming pools.²

This impacts a critical water supply relied upon for decades by farmers and cities with junior Colorado River water rights in Arizona, Nevada, and Mexico, and threatens growth in the $5.5 trillion Southwest economy. For the past decade, Water Asset Management (“WAM”) has predicted that this inflection-point-water-event was inevitable. It was also preventable.

Climate change exacerbates the world’s water problems, which appear colossal in scale and scope, threatening not only portfolios, but life as we know it. Access to safe drinking water as a human right has been recognized by the United Nations since 2010, and yet, over a quarter of the world’s population still lacked access as of 2020.³ That said, there is not a water problem on Earth that is not solvable, but fulfilling human rights and solving for other related water challenges will necessitate a significant amount of “water competent capital”, which will only be galvanized by accurate pricing, alongside the will to act.

Until water receives a more equitable share of capital investment and policy emphasis, matching that of renewable energy, downward repricing for non-water assets resulting from drought, flood, and wildfire will only intensify. The focus of the investment community and governments on climate has emphasized carbon reduction, which is, of course, important; however, it tends to overshadow the reality of the imminent risks and the immense need for immediate climate adaptation.

WAM was one of the first fund managers to view the investment landscape through a water lens, starting in 2005. Our strategy focuses on investing in what we see as the world’s best companies that generate positive impact by improving water quality and water supply. This perspective also leads us to early investment insights and non-consensus perspectives regarding which companies are most at risk from drought, flood, and wildfire.

Our TRF Water and Climate Impact Long Short Fund (TRF) is one of very few funds generating alpha from not only buying stocks that grow earnings as they address drought and flood, but by also actively shorting stocks in those diverse industries with identifiable business risk from drought, flood, and pollution. CIOs, portfolio managers, advisors, investors, and the media are beginning to realize that these shorts are overlooked opportunities that can generate alpha by providing a portfolio hedge with a potentially powerful tailwind.

Last month, Barclays published a note calculating $200 billion of water scarcity risk in the global consumer staples sector, which includes food and beverages and agriculture. It concluded that water risk is “the most important environmental concern” and that the “true cost” of water is much greater than that stated by companies by three to five times.4

Growing water risk comes from the dependence on agricultural commodity inputs vulnerable to unreliable water supplies, all from intensifying drought and flood. The outcomes include increasing water prices, greater risks to crop yields, and increasing crop price volatility.

Another example is demonstrated by the tens of billions of dollars of financial risks facing chemical and other industrial companies from increasing accountability, fines, and lawsuit settlements linked to decades of water pollution. A third example is the 40% share price decline year-to-date in a hydroelectric company that is generating less power than usual due to drought reduced river flows, thereby forced to buy more expensive spot electricity to meet its contractual delivery obligations.

The list goes on.

WAM has identified hundreds of billions of dollars of market capitalization with extremely compelling short selling characteristics. These trades are not crowded and TRF, WAM’s Water and Climate Impact Long Short strategy, is executing.

On a related note, articles now appear asking whether the ESG premium may be shrinking and whether we are heading for an ESG bubble. These are contentious questions that throw a curveball at the traditional ESG narrative, which, to date, has focused primarily on gathering data on a company’s “footprint” or internal operations. But they’re questions well worth asking. They may lead to a rebalancing of asset allocation, money flows, and investor prioritization towards companies with real, immediate positive impact, rather than just those with improving disclosures.

For decades, WAM has emphasized how the water industry leaves a positive “handprint” by improving the world in the present. Here are a few examples:

- Water sanitation solutions provider, Ecolab, saves customers 206 billion gallons of water per year along with 28 trillion BTUs (British thermal units) of energy and 113 million pounds of waste.
- Evoqua’s products treat 100 billion gallons of water per day, removing 300,000 tons of metal from water in 2020.
- Water utility, American Water Works, provides 14 million people with clean drinking water and saves 3.3 billion gallons of water annually through efficiency measures.

These water companies make measurable progress on UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6 – clean reliable water and sanitation for all. Advancing SDG 6 facilitates progress for most of the other 16 SDGs, such as those improving global health, food security, social justice, poverty reduction, conflict alleviation, and biodiversity conservation.

Given the magnitude of capital needed to support the world’s water needs, WAM is committed to developing products that are accessible to a wide range of investors. This is exemplified by our collaboration with Gitterman Asset Management, where we are part of the SMART (Sustainability Metrics Applied to Risk Tolerance)® Investing Solutions Climate Unified Managed Accounts (UMAs) offering.

In addition, we recently launched a retail version of our global Water Impact Strategy, The Schafer Cullen Water Asset Management Water Impact strategy, in partnership with Schafer Cullen Capital Management, and WaterAid, one of the world’s most prominent water charities. WaterAid has been providing water and sanitation to ~30 million people in the developing world, who desperately need it, since 1981. WaterAid will share in the Water
Impact Strategy’s management fees, providing additional financial support to their best-in-breed, last mile water and sanitation programs.

WAM will also systematically encourage our portfolio of some of the world’s best water companies to collaborate with WaterAid by donating their water products and services, technical expertise, and other resources to further enhance WaterAid’s programs. This unique collaboration between investors, the water industry, and WaterAid is a paradigm shifting model to help meet UN Sustainable Development Goal 6.

In the end, it all comes down to water. Without water, everything is not only worth less, it’s worthless.

FIND OUT MORE! Watch Too Critical to Fail? Pricing our Most Undervalued Asset, Water. Click here to register and access

The consequences of climate change are very tangibly expressed through water, whether it be via drought and water scarcity, or by extreme weather events such as flooding and storm surges. However, global water supply and infrastructure challenges often outpace the amount of capital and effort being allocated to their resolution. Even if we manage to significantly cut CO₂ emissions, water problems will not simply go away. This panel will explain why understanding and pricing water risk is critical across all asset classes, how investors and advisors can help drive capital towards solutions, along with the broader social and economic benefits that truly valuing water can bring.
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Climate change is a global macro issue that cannot be successfully mitigated or adapted to via the siloed activities of governments, companies, and NGOs, no matter how ambitious. Meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement necessitates a coordinated global approach, rather than multiple regions and jurisdictions determining their own definitions, frameworks, and policy interventions.

A stable climate is a public good that has been taken for granted over many decades. As this becomes more evident, efforts to price in negative externalities are growing in number and intensity. However, the pace and productivity of these efforts are insufficient to mitigate the palpable physical effects of climate change and its many second order impacts.

All over the world, we see multiple manifestations of global warming, with actual effects varying significantly according to specific geographies and the socio-economic context of inhabitants. Multi-million dollar apartments in Miami and other coastal cities face the threat of sea-level rise. Extreme drought in sub-Saharan Africa is causing acute food insecurity for populations reliant on the land. From health impacts via increased disease vectors, to the destruction of homes and livelihoods, to the migration of climate refugees, the human cost of climate change is colossal.

From the investment perspective, there is a correlation between physical effects, transition risks borne from moving to a low-carbon economy, and overall portfolio risks. These mean climate considerations are an ever-greater part of asset allocation and security selection decisions. Transition risks are likely to accelerate given the greater focus from legislators and financial services, but uncertainty remains high given the inadequate pace of change thus far, and the deficiencies in global coordination.

For example, while carbon pricing is deemed to be the most effective means of reducing emissions¹, the implementation of carbon prices is currently fragmented and disparate, or altogether missing. Granted, emissions-trading schemes (“ETS”) are proliferating across jurisdictions with China’s recently launched ETS being the world’s largest², and other markets such as the California cap-and-trade program³ and the European ETS having been in operation for several years. However, even with broader coverage of global GHG emissions, we’ll still be way behind where we need to be.


Regional cap-and-trade systems and localized prices cannot achieve full decarbonization, let alone get us to net zero. More holistic, international efforts supported by governments, for example to harmonize carbon pricing, will help successfully internalize the costs of negative externalities in company financial statements and catalyze innovation. Global carbon pricing will support cross-jurisdictional trading and mitigate carbon leakage. Moreover, carbon sequestration, using both high-tech and nature-based solutions, is a critical and presently expensive element that is not occurring at a major scale, partly because of insufficient carbon pricing.

We see the potential for an exciting unleashing of innovation in micro-cap to mid-cap companies if global carbon trading mechanisms are created. Large cap companies are not likely to be the originators of newer technologies, but they will be the buyers, through M&A, venture capital, or both. But without adequate market signals, capital will not reach novel, but currently risky, earlier stage technologies.

As a quantitative manager, it would be remiss not to mention the data benefits that global coordination can also bring. As the adage goes, what gets measured gets managed. While net zero pledges are great intentions, they often rely on carbon offsets, which are rarely underpinned by measurement of a company’s full carbon footprint. With effective carbon pricing mechanisms comes the incentive to comprehensively audit all emissions, which enables more effective monitoring and accountability. Individual and institutional asset owners increasingly want to know if they are stewarding their investment capital towards sustainable outcomes – reliable, comprehensive, and comparable data is the only way to determine this.

We are encouraged by the increasing availability of data and the coverage of key metrics such as Scope 1, 2, and now Scope 3, emissions. We recently partnered with the MIT Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change as a sponsor. This collaboration brings together progress in climate science and financial metrics to help design the carbon-pricing mechanisms of the future. Given our quantitative approach, we are well positioned to leverage the data now available to analyze, harmonize, normalize, and compare. Without the capacity to analyze high volumes of data it is becoming more-and-more difficult for any single individual portfolio manager to synthesize all material information needed to make robust investment decisions.

On a related note, we suggest that advisors themselves focus on equivalences and comparability. It’s not necessary, or even possible, for every advisor or client to understand

---


Simply diversifying away from climate change is no longer an option for equity investors. Whether made through a fundamental or quantitative lens, climate risk is an unavoidable consideration in equity investment decision-making. The last several years have seen an improvement in the quality of emissions data and a growing number of publicly traded companies signing on to net-zero pledges against a backdrop of increased regulatory pressure surrounding corporate climate disclosures. This panel will cover equity risks and opportunities across regions, sectors, and market capitalization from three investors at the forefront of this rapidly changing landscape. They will discuss their unique approaches to navigating these challenges while also sharing their perspectives on engagement, divestment, greenwashing, and carbon markets.

FIND OUT MORE! Watch A Broad Scope: The Equities Perspective on Climate Risks and Opportunities. Click here to register and access
What Can be Measured Can be Managed
By Pooja Khosla, Ph.D., Executive Vice President Client & Product Development, Entelligent

Until recently, risk models used for financial decision-making have largely relied on backward-looking metrics gleaned from audited financial statements and other traditional data sources. Compliance with and deriving insights from disclosures connected to frameworks such as the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) require a move toward forward-looking risk assessments using tools such as climate scenario analyses. This brings new challenges for companies and investors in assessing context and making decisions. Companies and investors need a “GPS monitor” to understand how prepared — or not — they are for a significant energy transition, and the second- and third-order effects that follow.

Rapid technological breakthroughs are helping to support the creation of forward-looking tools that can be practically applied by a variety of market participants. Big data provides us with increasing ways to monitor climate change outcomes and integrate them with metrics from business activities. With the power of AI and other innovations, we can capture enormous amounts of information across multiple data sets and monitor the findings to derive insights that drive decisions.

Entelligent’s Smart Climate® technology solution suite provides tools for asset managers and advisors to understand which public companies will be leaders and which will be laggards with respect to climate change transition risk, and how overall portfolios will likely perform according to specific temperature pathways. Entelligent leverages scientific climate models and considers the changing regulatory landscape to understand how energy costs will be affected. For our firm, a primary focus is on transition risk, which encompasses policy and legal changes, market risk and technology risk. The price of energy is a key aspect of transition risk.

As the focus on reducing carbon increases, accelerating shifts in the energy mix, certain sectors and individual companies will be more sensitive to energy price changes, which will impact their future share prices. Those companies that demonstrate more price sensitivity to energy prices are determined to have greater Energy Mix Transition Risk (EMTR). EMTR is the basis for Entelligent’s E-Score®, which illustrates the comparative climate resiliency of companies. E-Scores take a top-down approach and translate the impact of energy transitions on company profitability and other balance sheet indicators. The E-Score looks at the possible extremes — carbon minimum (adherence to the Paris Agreement) and carbon maximum (business-as-usual trajectory) — which allows us to determine which companies are more prepared to adapt to a low-carbon future.

In addition, we have recently launched a Transition Risk (T-Risk) methodology to show the comparative preparedness of companies in a Paris Agreement world. T-Risk ranks companies according to their existing capacity to transition from business-as-usual energy and temperature scenarios. This information can be integrated with our top-down E-Scores to show both how companies are currently ranked and how they will fare as the world reduces carbon emissions.
We believe that advanced data is critical for moving beyond pledges and stated ambitions to ensure that we reach clear climate mitigation goals. Staying within 2°C means that “humans can emit no more than 350 Gt CO₂ cumulative between now and the end of the century. At current rates of 35 billion tons of CO₂ emissions per year, we will use up the remaining carbon budget before the end of the decade.” Measuring true progress and holding entities accountable for their pledges will be extremely important.

Advanced data and analytics are also necessary to understand the complex interrelationships that are expected to be observable under a low-carbon transition. Some stock price changes may relate to indirect impacts, and some may even seem counterintuitive:

- **Consumer Durables**: If the price of oil decreases, there is increased demand for SUVs and trucks, which can lead to higher profits for automobile companies given that these are higher-margin vehicles.
- **Consumer Discretionary**: Oil price increases will lead to higher operating costs for companies relying on significant vehicle fleets to transport products.
- **Utilities**: Decreases in the cost of natural gas will lead to decreases in coal profitability from fuel-switching activity.
- **Information Technology**: Decreases in the cost of renewables can lead to decreasing operating costs for companies purchasing renewable energy and credits – e.g., tech companies with more ambitious climate goals.
- **Real Estate**: Sharp decreases in the price of oil may indicate an economic slump, which may lead to a cooling off in the real estate market and, therefore, lower profits.

Entelligent’s technology identifies such patterns in order to look ahead at what may occur in various sectors and companies under different climate scenarios. By integrating climate science with financial data, we hope to drive greater market awareness, foster more product innovation and underpin even bolder goals.

---


2. Ibid
Climate-focused investing is growing, and we are in a new paradigm. As the markets recognize the need to look ahead and consider multiple scenarios with varying levels of uncertainty, how can advisors best support their clients in their longer-term wealth management decisions?

Alongside offering climate investment solutions as part of our SMART Investing Solutions suite, we provide content and education to the financial advisor community. This is a continually evolving landscape in which we’re always learning, and we enjoy sharing our learning with you. To that end, we’d like to close out this report with some practical tips and useful resources that can help you answer your clients’ questions and grow your own climate-focused investing practice.

Get Educated!

If you’re still coming to grips with the foundational concepts of ESG, start with more general courses such as US SIF’s Fundamentals of Sustainable and Impact Investment or our ESG Practice Playbook, produced in partnership with RIA Channel. From there, if you’re feeling inspired, you can get more technical with the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board’s (SASB) Fundamentals of Sustainability Accounting (FSA) or the CFA Institute’s Certificate in ESG Investing, which you don’t need to be a CFA charterholder to enroll in.

The Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) offers several free courses related to its disclosure framework. These cover corporate, financial management, and regulatory angles — you can pick and choose which to take. If you’re then up for a much deeper dive, the Global Association of Risk Professionals (GARP) offers a Sustainability and Climate Risk certificate that covers climate science, climate accords, and financial decision-making with respect to climate risk and other ESG topics.

For those of you that prefer the more autodidactic route, there are also tons of great books and newsletters to consume. One of our recent favorites is Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global Warming. The Project Drawdown website is packed with information and they also offer an email newsletter.

Other organizations with super-substantive websites and content include Ceres, which galvanizes market participants across investors, companies, and other stakeholders, and One Earth, which works with philanthropic capital.

Do the Due Diligence

Once you’re feeling more grounded in the broader concepts, it’s time to get into who is investing with a climate lens and how. ESG and climate topics add more layers of diligence onto traditional processes. Critical questions we ask when looking at a climate-focused product include:

• How does the strategy think about climate risk? Is it a product that
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*Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC dba Gitterman Asset Management. All services offered by Gitterman Asset Management are offered by Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC.
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aims to work well under increased physical risk, but may not itself be optimized for a carbon price? Alternatively, is the portfolio geared more towards transition risks and therefore should perform well in a low-carbon economy?

• Is the strategy just focused on managing risks or creating solutions? Some climate-focused investments are designed to protect against downside risk under certain scenarios, but this doesn’t mean that the securities themselves are solutions to climate change mitigation or adaptation. Impact-oriented clients may be disappointed by certain products that have great marketing but amorphous outcomes.

• Is the strategy focused exclusively on the “E” or does it take into account related “S” issues? It should be no surprise that the effects of climate change will not be experienced equally. Some climate investment portfolios look at very specific metrics such as carbon intensity or carbon footprint, but don’t go beyond those. Other managers are taking a broader approach with a view to solving socioeconomic challenges alongside accounting for climate risk.

• How does the manager think about certain terms such as “fossil fuel free”? As the ESG space is not fully regulated, notably in the U.S., many terms have different meanings depending on the manager and/or the data provider. Asking managers to define terms will help you compare across products with greater accuracy.

• What datasets does the manager use and what goals do they have? As you’ve read, the depth and breadth of data now available for climate investing decisions are increasing by the day. From new indexes to physical risk overlays, the sophistication can be overwhelming. While an advisor is not going to have time to understand every dataset, it’s important to know what data the manager uses so that you can confirm that it aligns with the strategy’s objectives and how they’re tracking performance against them.

Have the Climate Conversation with Clients

In our recent event, The Great Repricing: Financial Advice in the Age of Climate Change, Cerulli Associates shared their recent research which found that half of the advisors surveyed see lack of client demand for ESG products. This perception is not only a risk to advisor-client relationships, given some clients may go elsewhere, it’s also an obstacle to managing investment risk in client portfolios.

Some advisors, however, are successfully immersing themselves in these conversations (watch The Climate-Focused Financial Advisor: Building and Growing a Future-Proofed Practice, as noted below, to learn more.) That is certainly our experience – both from our work with financial advisors through Gitterman Asset Management and our interactions with individual clients through Gitterman Wealth Management.

Entering a discussion on a topic about which you lack confidence can
be daunting. We get it. This is a complex area where we're all learning. On that note, the best route is to make a start, learn what you can via the resources we’ve provided, and then find a community of other advisors and financial professionals with whom you can share your experiences and insights. If you don’t have a community, give us a call – we’re always happy to help!

**Enjoy the Process**

This one is not always easy to remember, especially with respect to an intimidating topic that rarely brings good news. But, as the introduction to this report states, the risks we’re facing today are also our opportunities to collaborate and innovate. The more you know, the more you can contribute.

**We wish you all the best on your climate journey!**

---

**FIND OUT MORE!** Watch The Climate-Focused Financial Advisor: Building and Growing a Future-Proofed Practice. Click here to register and access

As the financial risks posed by climate change become clearer, it becomes more and more important for advisors to cultivate the technical awareness to support their clients. But what does it take to become a climate-literate financial advisor? How do you manage client risk and help move capital towards solutions? What guidance is available for advisors in selecting products and tools and to market their capabilities? Join advisors and experts who’ve already followed this path and are growing their businesses and their impact.
Addressing Climate Risk Within Wealth-Management Portfolios
Using portfolio tools that help address clients’ concerns

By Larry Lawrence, Head of ESG & Climate Products for the Wealth Management and Private Assets Segment, MSCI

The goal of countering the worst effects of climate change is spurring a shift in how the world produces and consumes energy that is leading investors to sharpen their focus on sustainability. As awareness of the financial risks and opportunities from climate change intensifies, investors increasingly want portfolios that address climate concerns. Wealth managers are drawing on indexes, data and analytical tools from MSCI to create portfolios that fuse climate considerations with financial objectives.

A climate-focused approach
Imagine, for example, an investor who is looking for a portfolio that aligns with the global goal of keeping the rise in average temperatures to well below 2 degrees Celsius (2°C) and contributes to cities becoming more sustainable. Both objectives can be expressed within a model portfolio that combines measurable impact with financial return, using indexes from MSCI for illustration.

The foundation of the portfolio rests on its core allocation, which aims to lower the portfolio’s emissions of heat-trapping greenhouse gases without varying the trade-off between risk and return. It can be achieved at the benchmark level by substituting climate indexes such as MSCI’s Climate Change Indexes for standard market capitalization-weighted counterparts.

The indexes, which MSCI publishes for both equity and fixed-income securities, are designed to support investors who want to reduce their exposure to climate risk and to pursue opportunities arising from the transition to a net-zero economy; that is, one that removes as much greenhouse gas as it puts into the atmosphere.

For both asset classes, the indexes elevate the weight of issuers with substantiated carbon-reduction targets, reduce exposure to the physical risks of climate change (such as those from extreme weather), and increase the weight of companies that are exposed to green opportunities.

How climate indexes from MSCI can reflect investors’ climate concerns
MSCI’s Climate Paris Aligned Index, for example, is specifically designed to reduce its carbon footprint by 10% every year through 2030, which would align the portfolio with limiting global warming to 1.5°C, the threshold at which scientists say the world can head off the worst climate harms.

Still, without a redoubling of effort by companies to drive emissions down to net-zero across their businesses, investors who aim to align their
portfolios with a world that keeps global warming to 1.5°C may find themselves short of investable options.

The second component of the hypothetical portfolio may contain a mix of equity and fixed-income holdings that concentrate on specific impacts and match the client’s preferences. To help advisors find the right investments, MSCI offers such tools as SDG Alignment, which assesses the alignment of more than 8,600 companies around the world with each of the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals, as reflected in the companies’ products and operations. The tool enables advisors to fine-tune allocations with the goal of maximizing impact, rather than just avoiding certain activities or industries. The impact portion of the portfolio could track themes such as smart cities or invest in bonds issued by companies that earn a significant share of revenue from alternative energy and green buildings.

Wealth managers can draw on research and educational content from MSCI to offer clients insights into a range of climate-related investment choices. That includes showing clients how varied climate scenarios might impact equity investment opportunities, how to assess the progress of listed companies in curbing climate risk, or how to untangle corporate decarbonization targets.

The final component of the model portfolio aims to preserve the wealth manager’s ability to make tactical calls that cover portfoliowide financial exposures such as regions, durations or sectors. The performance of many of those decisions can be represented via indexes such as the MSCI Emerging Markets SRI Index or the Bloomberg Barclays MSCI ESG Fixed Income Indexes that are designed to reflect a specific strategy and integrate sustainability concerns.

**Illuminating climate characteristics**

To help clients see how a model portfolio aligns with their preferences and track its progress, wealth managers use solutions from MSCI to display the portfolio’s characteristics and performance against the benchmark. That may include showing clients how the portfolio’s emissions translate to a specific temperature target, or enabling

Building climate-resilient portfolios requires investors to know how a portfolio might perform in a net-zero world. Or in a world that confronts a hotter future. Analytical tools from MSCI such as climate value-at-risk equip wealth managers to assess the impact on portfolios of a range of climate-related financial risks and opportunities and to optimize performance accordingly.
them to analyze how future risks and opportunities from climate change could impact the current valuation of securities.

A climate-focused approach can help advisors build portfolios that advance clients’ goal of addressing climate change in their investments. And it can reinforce the readiness of wealth managers to advise clients who view the path to producing financial return as one and the same with the goal of a more sustainable society.

Find out more! Watch A New Climate of Investment Metrics: Evolving Data, Evolving Insights. Click here to register and access.

Over the last several years, climate data has expanded and deepened, with ever more advanced insights being available to use in investment decision-making. In this conversation, Jeff Gitterman will speak with Bruce Kahn, Ph.D. of MSCI and Pooja Khosla, Ph.D. of Entelligent for their perspectives on how the quantity and quality of climate data has changed and continues to change, how asset managers are consuming and leveraging this data, and what all of this means for financial advisors and their client relationships.
While U.S. Fixed Income Wasn’t Watching, the Great Repricing Already Started
By Chris Hartshorn, Chief Commercial Officer, risQ

Population, property value and financial impairment are already correlated with climate risk, and climate change will only enhance this impact.

Data connecting climate risk to financial outcomes is not hard to come by these days, including in the context of U.S. fixed income, and notably for municipal bonds and mortgage-backed securities. However, many fixed income investors are climate-risk laggards in the “Great Repricing”.

For example, the National Bureau of Economic Research looked at hurricanes in isolation, showing that major storms in the U.S. cause local revenues to fall by 6 to 7%. The losses persist at least ten years after the event leading to a 6% decline in expenditures on important public goods and services and a significant increase in the risk of default on municipal debt. A separate study by The Wharton School showed that the overall impact of wildfires on municipal budgets is both negative and substantial.

Despite this evidence, the market is not fully pricing in the risks. As the owners of the only comprehensive climate risk data set for the municipal bond and mortgage-backed security universes, risQ is uniquely positioned to demonstrate that climate impacts are currently responsible for only a weak-to-nonexistent driver of price and yield. Our data can show the impact of climate risk on population, property value, and financial impairment, three key pillars of municipal and mortgage-backed security health, all tied to a single, all-encompassing climate risk metric.

The risQ Score
Credible and actionable climate risk analysis requires back-testing versus historical outcomes as well as modeling for future climate change scenarios. Metrics must be easy to interpret if they are to be actionable even if they’re underpinned by the same richness of data and analysis that an insurer would expect.

The risQ Score is a 0–5 metric for the U.S. municipal bond and mortgage-backed security ecosystem encompassing:

i. Property Value at Risk and GDP Impairment Risk as key inputs;

ii. Data back-tested against historical losses for key perils including flooding, hurricane, and wildfire;

iii. Conditioning for future climate change to enable forward-facing projections on a location-by-location basis; and

iv. Loan-to-pool linking in MBS or obligor-to-issuer linking in municipal bonds, applicable and available for all the associated CUSIP universes.

Overall risQ scores demonstrate climate risk where the level of peril doubles for each integer increase (i.e., a risQ Score of 4 has twice the risk of a 3). We can dissect, drill-down and differentiate based on the asset types impacted and the perils accounting for expected damage for a given CUSIP, for the underlying municipal bond issuer – such as individual California school districts, or for securitized assets. Overall risQ Scores can simply and clearly stand alone in delivering new insights about climate risk.
Higher Climate Risk, Lower Home Price Appreciation

Zillow Home Value Index data from 2012 to 2020, at county level, provides a powerful data set for U.S. residential property prices. Numerous factors cause variance in home values and need to be controlled for as foundations for the analysis. After accounting for regional trends (using state as a control variable), urbanization (population density), and affluence (through risQ’s Social Impact Score), the statistically significant relationship between the risQ Score and home price appreciation becomes clear.

For each one-point risQ Score increase there is a corresponding property value change of -2.0% (with 95% confidence intervals of -2.7% and -1.3%). Furthermore, we can break the overall risQ Score into peril-based components – e.g. floods, wildfires, and hurricanes – and extract greater insight into the correlation between home values and climate risk.

Increasing the risQ Score by one integer while holding all else constant implies a -2% discount for home price appreciation, and a -10% impact across the full 0 to 5 scale.
Higher Flood Risk, Lower Population Growth

To analyze population change we drew upon American Community Survey data at census tract level from 2010 to 2019 and accounted for the same control factors used above: regional trends, urbanization, and affluence. We isolated the Flood risQ Score, given its applicability across the entire U.S., demonstrating that, at high risk levels, each 0.25 increment in the score results in accelerating population decline.

In the chart below, the number of census tracts in each group is shown in labels, while the 95% confidence intervals for population change are shown as a gray band. In the census tracts with the highest risk, the overall population size is impaired by 6.5% over 10 years.

![Population Change Chart](image)

Source: risQ Inc., Level 11 Analytics

In summary, for flood risQ Scores of 3.5 and above, flood risk is a high confidence driver for net population loss, and even at 2.5 is more likely than not to enhance population loss.

Higher Climate Risk, Higher Mortgage Delinquency

By reviewing 27 million Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac loans originated from 2006 to 2018 and at Zip-3 level, the relationship between the overall risQ Score and mortgage payment delinquency is clear. Given this sample data included the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-2008, we controlled for macroeconomic factors, loan attributes, state-level factors, and localized socioeconomics and evaluated whether loans experienced 4+ months of delinquency.

In the chart below, the number of loans in each group shown in labels and the 95% confidence intervals shown as a gray band. The data shows that there is an increasing likelihood of delinquency from risQ Scores 2 and above. This trend accelerates and is statistically significant for risQ Scores of 3 and above.

The bottom line: For loans with the highest climate risk, delinquency rates are 3 times higher than baseline rates.

**Higher Climate Risk, Higher Municipal Bond Issuer Financial Impairment**

MMA\(^2\) maintains the most extensive and detailed catalog of U.S. municipal bond payment defaults and problems since 2009. It includes 2,400 unique borrowers, and almost 21,000 CUSIPs, where either missed payments have been recorded or the ability to pay has come under serious threat. These data show clear patterns of credit impairment with respect to borrower type, pledged security, location, year of issuance, and other factors.

In overlaying risQ Scores on financial impairment data, the ~1,000 municipal bond borrowers that are currently facing credit impairment tend to have higher risQ scores, considering both overall scores and specific scores for flood, hurricane, and wildfire risks.

As the risQ Score climbs, so does the impairment probability. At a risQ Score of 3 and higher, issuers are overrepresented by at least 2 times across 876 impaired issuers. This climbs above 2.5 times, 3 times, and close to 6 times as the risQ Score escalates from 4.0, 4.5, and 4.9, respectively.

High yield revenue bonds such as dirt deals, charter schools and CCRCs have elevated impairment risk in general, resulting in larger statistical sample sizes to test the significance of climate variables on impairment.

In these inherently financially riskier cohorts, climate risQ is correlated with impairment propensities, as shown below.

The bottom line: Across the full 0 to 5 risQ Score scale, there is a correlation to a 6 times enhancement in municipal bond issuer impairment exists which is especially strong in high yield sectors.
How Much Will Climate Change Matter Going Forward?

If climate risk is already a material factor to people, property, and payments, intuitively, ongoing climate change should increase the severity of these financial impacts as more damage is inflicted. Insurance costs will go up, recoveries will become more expensive, and previous financial backstops become untenable. Subsequently, market participants, individually and collectively, respond accordingly. But exactly how this plays out depends upon how much the climate changes, which specific climate perils are being considered, and where people, property, and economic activity reside.

Taking just wildfire risk at the state level and analyzing two climate change scenarios – RCP 4.5 (indicating some emissions reduction) and RCP 8.5 (a continuation of current course) – illustrates just how much outcomes can vary.

Left: State level expected changes in spatially-averaged burn probability from 2020 to 2060 by climate scenario. States are colored and sized by current burn probability. Right: State level expected changes in single family wildfire loss costs from 2021 to 2050 under RCP8.5, both in $M and percentage terms. States are sized by losses relative to total value.

Source: risQ Inc., Level 11 Analytics

It is anticipated that the northwest U.S. will see a doubling of wildfire probabilities from RCP 4.5 to 8.5, which isn’t hard to imagine given the wildfire events of the last couple of years. The biggest deltas between scenarios are seen across the TX-OK-NM-KS block, meaning these areas have the most to lose from wildfires in the absence of any climate change mitigation. Of course, California is starting from a higher base of losses than the afore-mentioned states and is expected to continue to dominate expected losses into the future.

The same analyses can be performed across other perils – inland flood, coastal flood, hurricanes – under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5. These are also likely to affect where populations choose to live, how property values will change, and the degree of havoc climate events could have on personal finances, assets, and overall economic viability.

Is U.S. Fixed Income Ready for Climate Change?

The historical data above and forward-looking climate risk projections should serve as a wake-up call to the denialism that still exists within elements of the U.S. Fixed Income ecosystem. Climate change will chip away at increasing rates at the
financial foundation of population, property and payments upon which municipal bonds, mortgage-backed securities and all fixed income assets are built. We analyze all municipal bonds and all mortgage-backed securities for climate risk, social impact, and, at the intersection of the two, climate justice. These factors are not being fully accounted for in the markets today. Too many market participants are either incapable of understanding and implementing the climate and data science required, are ignorant of the data that exists and the actions they can take or are in outright denial.

We have analyzed all the funds holding municipal bonds or U.S. mortgage-backed securities using their most recent N-PORT filings. In this case, the relative risQ Score of a given fund is shown on the x axis and Social Impact on the y axis. The color indicated the percentage of the fund that is directly credit exposed (municipal bonds, risk transfer MBS).

![Graph showing climate risk and social impact of US Fixed Income holdings.](image)

*Fund-level analysis capturing climate risk and social impact of US Fixed Income holdings. Controls on the left allow for viewing by fund name, type and other attributes.*

*Source: risQ Inc., Level 11 Analytics*

A wide range of climate risk exists across the overall fund universe, with high proportions of credit exposure, exemplifying how climate risk, social impact, and overall ESG profiles of these funds are very different depending on the underlying CUSIPs. Even within funds that should look similar, the risk profile may vary significantly. For the purposes of the analysis below, the list was culled to municipal bond focused funds and the relative wildfire risk was analyzed. As one might expect, there is significant clustering given the concentration of wildfire risk west of the Mississippi, and larger inter-state than intra-state social and demographic differences between the funds and their municipal bond issuer cohorts.

The 76 California-specific municipal bond mutual funds and ETFs rise to the top of overall wildfire risk. Conventional wisdom is that the law of large numbers applies, and, from a wildfire perspective, risks at the California fund level will regress to the mean. After all, with CUSIP counts averaging close to 350 per fund, and even median counts well above 200, there shouldn’t be much variance between funds, and especially at the larger end of that population. In reality, these funds demonstrate
between two to four times the wildfire risk of the average municipal bond fund. There is also significant variance with respect to social impact, which covers attributes such as housing affordability, affluence, minority population, health, and education, with California funds having close to 2 times the range of social impact of any other state cohort.

The same portfolio level analysis can be done at CUSIP-level and overall fund level for any given asset class. Again, using most recent N-PORT filings, it is easy to see which funds have the highest climate risk in Non-Agency RMBS pools, for example. Each box-and-whisker distribution shows the proportion of high climate risk of CUSIPs held in a given fund, as measured by the percentage of loan collateral with a risQ Score greater than 3. Across these funds there is a 3 times difference in climate risk. From the outlier dots for each fund, a 15 times climate risk range exists in the NA-RMBS CUSIP universe. Recalling how home price appreciation and mortgage delinquency correlate to climate risk, the implication is clear. Asset Managers such as Delta Terra Capital are now using this data to inform their Home Price Appreciation (HPA) models to predict the performance of Credit Risk Transfer (CRT) mortgage backed securities.

Source: risQ Inc., Level 11 Analytics

The same portfolio level analysis can be done at CUSIP-level and overall fund level for any given asset class. Again, using most recent N-PORT filings, it is easy to see which funds have the highest climate risk in Non-Agency RMBS pools, for example. Each box-and-whisker distribution shows the proportion of high climate risk of CUSIPs held in a given fund, as measured by the percentage of loan collateral with a risQ Score greater than 3. Across these funds there is a 3 times difference in climate risk. From the outlier dots for each fund, a 15 times climate risk range exists in the NA-RMBS CUSIP universe. Recalling how home price appreciation and mortgage delinquency correlate to climate risk, the implication is clear. Asset Managers such as Delta Terra Capital are now using this data to inform their Home Price Appreciation (HPA) models to predict the performance of Credit Risk Transfer (CRT) mortgage backed securities.

The bottom bottom line: Climate risk in U.S. municipal bond and mortgage-backed security asset classes is both measurable and material, but us not currently fully reflected in bond prices or yields. Climate change will only increase the materiality of climate risk and the market will ultimately have to adjust fixed income risk premia to reflect it.

**FIND OUT MORE!** Watch **Fixed Income: Is the Market Pricing in Climate Reality?** [Click here](#) to register and access.

The degree to which fixed income instruments reflect climate risk is influenced by a multitude of considerations. While depth and breadth of available data is a factor for all asset classes, the long-term nature of many fixed income securities creates additional uncertainties in relation to potential climate impact, from both transition and physical risk perspectives. In this panel, participants share insights into how the fixed income markets are assessing climate change impacts across corporate and other issuer credit ratings, mortgages, municipal bonds, and sovereigns. The panels will also discuss their views on where managers and advisors should pay attention as the landscape matures.
COP26, the conference of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) will soon commence in Glasgow, U.K. This is the 26th COP (“Conference of the Parties”) and is “the supreme decision-making body of the Convention... and is the parent treaty of the 2015 Paris Agreement.”¹

Climate change is an existential risk that threatens the future of humanity as well as all life on Earth. The time has come for all parties to move beyond discussion and commit to robust action that will address the most important issue that this planet is facing.
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Originally from Eugene, OR, Betsy earned a B.S. from the University of Oregon’s Charles H. Lundquist College of Business. She received her MBA from The Darden School of Business at the University of Virginia through the MBA for Executives program. Betsy worked full-time building TAMRO and participating in a management-led buyout of the firm while completing the advanced degree in 18 months. She has been a proud member of Darden’s Alumni Board of Directors since 2012.

Betsy also serves as the Secretary of the Board of Directors for The Alliance Center—a non-profit organization that convenes and mobilizes community members to collaboratively create leading edge, sustainability-focused solutions to support a healthy planet, a strong democracy, and a thriving economy.

Betsy moved from Washington, DC to Boulder in 2013 because of her love of hiking and her desire for nature to play a greater role in everyday life. While living in the Foothills of the Rockies has proved to be as great as expected, she is also thrilled to find Colorado’s investment industry thriving.
Mamadou-Abou Sarr, CIFD  
Co-founder, President and Chief Executive Officer,  
V-Square Quantitative Management

Mamadou-Abou Sarr, CIFD is the co-founder, president and chief executive officer of V-Square Quantitative Management, a subsidiary of Valor Management L.P. Mamadou founded V-Square Quantitative Management in 2020 after an accomplished career in asset management whilst working for global financial services company across the U.S., Europe, Middle East, and Africa. His investment firm specializes in financial engineering, development and management of quantitative portfolios and processing of sustainability big data. Industry leader in the field of sustainable investing and financial innovation, Sarr ‘s previous role was global head of product development and sustainable investing at Northern Trust Asset Management in Chicago, where he was responsible for driving innovation and product development across asset classes. Mamadou spearheaded, developed, and led one of the largest sustainable investing platforms in the industry.


Sarr is a Certified Investment Fund Director (CIFD) by the CIFD Institute. Sarr received his bachelor’s in economics from the Universite Paris-Saclay and holds a master’s in International project management from the European School of Management (ESCP), Paris. He has published many articles and papers in professional and academic journals including Pensions & Investments, European Pensions, Environmental Finance, and the Journal of Portfolio Management. Sarr has also spoken at more than 150 conferences in North America, Europe, Asia, Middle East and Australia and is a guest lecturer on sustainability at University of Chicago, Harvard, Wharton and ESCP Business School. Sarr is actively involved in philanthropic and civic activities. He serves on the boards of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Nature Conservancy Illinois Chapter (TNC), the US SIF (The Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investment), Rush Health Equity Advisory Council (Rush Hospital) and he is a member of the Investment Committee of Align Impact. He also serves at the ESCP business school Research Center for Energy Management (Member of the Advisory Board); French American Cultural Exchange (FACE - Founding member of FACE in Chicago) and a member of various committees of the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). In 2014 he was named in the Financial News “Top 40 under 40 Rising Stars in Asset Management” in Europe, Middle East, and Africa. In 2017, Sarr was named a “40 under 40” by Crain’s Chicago Business. In 2017 he was also recognized in Top 50 Individuals who contribute the most sustainable & responsible investment industry in the world (IRRI). He is a fellow of Leadership Greater Chicago since 2019, a member of the Economic Club of Chicago and an adjunct professor of ESG Investing at the Baumhart Center (Loyola University Chicago). Sarr is a French Foreign Trade Advisor, appointed by decree of the Prime Minister of France.
David Schimel, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist, NASA Jet Propulsion Lab

Dr. David Schimel is currently a Senior Research Scientist at the Jet Propulsion Lab, leading research focused on carbon-cycle climate interactions, combining models and observations. For the previous five years, Schimel led the National Ecological Observatory Network project, was responsible for the top-level science design, site selection and observing system simulations. From 2001-2007, Schimel was at the National Center for Atmospheric Research as a senior scientist, with research focused on assimilation of carbon cycle data in land and atmospheric models. From 1998-2001, Schimel served as founding Co-Director and Managing Director of the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry in Jena, Germany. From 1990-1998, Schimel was at NCAR. Schimel served as convening Lead Author for the first IPCC assessment of the carbon cycle, and has served as an IPCC CLA four times, and as a Lead Author twice. Dr. Schimel received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007 for his work as the IPCC Convening Lead Author. From 1988-1989, Schimel was an NRC Fellow at NASA Ames. Dr. Schimel obtained his PhD in 1982 from Colorado State University, studying atmosphere-ecosystem exchange of nitrous oxide and ammonia.

Jessica Skolnick, CFA
Director of Investments, Gitterman Asset Management & Gitterman Wealth Management

Jessica Skolnick, CFA, is the chair of the Investment Committee for Gitterman Wealth Management and Gitterman Asset Management. She leads the investment team and oversees the policies, processes, and procedures that support our SMART (Sustainability Metrics Applied to Risk Tolerance)® Investing Solutions.

Jessica began her career in 2006, working in emerging markets foreign exchange and futures. Since 2013, she has been working with model portfolio construction, management, and analysis for financial intermediaries, beginning with Ladenburg Thalmann Asset Management, the in-house asset manager for the subsidiary broker-dealers of Ladenburg Thalmann, where she served on an Investment Committee managing $2 billion+ in assets.

In 2015, she became the Director of Investment Advisory Research at American Portfolios, helping to build a suite of models and an SMA platform from the ground up. In 2017, she created the American Portfolios Impact Models and also led an ESG education campaign within the firm. She then joined the Portfolio Consulting team at OppenheimerFunds, serving as an ESG subject matter expert, and continued this role post-merger at Invesco prior to joining Gitterman Wealth Management.

Jessica is a CFA® charterholder and holds a BA Degree in Economics from Dartmouth College.
Robert G. Smith III  
President & Chief Investment Officer, Sage Advisory Services

Bob has over 40 years of domestic and international portfolio management and institutional research experience. He began his career at Moody’s Investors Service as a member of the Corporate Bond Rating Committee; he then served as an Institutional Research Analyst covering the Insurance Industry at Loeb, Rhoades & Co. Bob later became a Managing Director at Merrill Lynch, where he served in a variety of institutional roles in New York, Riyadh, and London.

In late 1996, Bob founded Sage Advisory Services, an independent registered investment advisory firm based in Austin, Texas. The firm offers a variety of traditional and ESG-optimized investment strategies and is among the largest independent investment advisory firms in Texas.

Bob received his MBA in Finance from the New York University Stern School of Business, and he is an Accredited Investment Fiduciary (AIF) and Certified Investment Management Consultant (CIMC). Bob’s investment research and market commentary have been featured in a wide variety of media and industry publications, including The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Barron’s, CNBC, and Bloomberg.
This presentation contains general information that is not suitable for everyone. The information contained herein should not be construed as legal, tax or personalized investment advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this presentation will come to pass. Investing in the stock market involves gains and losses and may not be suitable for all investors. Information presented herein is subject to change without notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. The information contained herein is confidential and may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose without prior written consent. This material has been prepared from original sources and data believed to be reliable. However, no representations are made to the accuracy or completeness thereof. Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC. (“GWM”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal place of business in the State of New Jersey.

Different types of investments and strategies involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment or strategy will be profitable. It is important for Investment Advisers to review with their clients their investment objectives, risk tolerance, time horizon, liquidity needs, and tax consequences related to the strategies in this presentation at least annually. Any investment involves a high degree of risk, including the risk that the entire amount invested may be lost. Many factors affect performance including changes in market condition, changes in interest rates, and market responses to economic, political and social developments.

This presentation is limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to GWM’s investment advisory services. Any subsequent, direct communication by GWM with a prospective client shall be conducted by a representative that is either registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client resides. For information pertaining to the registration status of GWM, please contact GWM or refer to the Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about GWM, including fees and services, send for our disclosure brochure as set forth on Form ADV from GWM using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure brochure carefully before you invest or send money.

Some of our investment advisory representatives have been awarded the Five Star Wealth Manager award. The Five Star Wealth Manager program is one of the largest and most widely published wealth manager awards program in North America. Five Star award winners do not pay a fee to be included in the research
or on the final list of award winners. Five Star award winners may pay fees to Five Star for marketing and advertising support of the award. For the purpose of the program, wealth managers are defined to be those individuals who help their clients prepare a financial plan and/or implement aspects of their financial plan. For more information regarding the Five Star Wealth Manager award, please visit our website https://gittermanasset.com/consumer-disclosures/

Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC and Natixis Advisors, L.P. are separate and distinct federally regulated entities.

Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC dba Gitterman Asset Management. Services provided by Gitterman Asset Management are provided by Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC. All investment advisory services are offered solely through Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC an independent investment advisory firm registered with the SEC (CRD 153062). Associated persons of Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC are licensed with and offer securities through Vanderbilt Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, registered with MSRB (CRD 5953). Gitterman Wealth Management, LLC and Vanderbilt Securities, LLC are separate and distinct federally regulated entities. For more information see www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.